Blackmare Lake
Date
Location
Fish Species
Fish Caught
Flies Used
Techniques
Comments

Time
Late August 2012
Weather
Blackmare Lake – McCall, ID
Clear
Size Range Small
Brook Trout
Many Brook Trout
Elk Hair Caddis, Royal Wulff
Dry fly
A great backcountry adventure to a lesser known lake

I had planned a trip to some lakes in McCall with a friend but he couldn’t go at the last
minute. I decided to go anyway since I had the week off. Instead of backpacking I
decided to do dayhikes and camp at my truck since I was solo. I spent two days in the
Seven Devils, two days in the Gospel Hump and a day at Blackmare Lake. I’ll just
mention Blackmare Lake in this article. Blackmare Lake is a lesser known lake. I found it
of interest after reading some older records of the lake having native Redband Trout. I
was disappointed when I got to the lake and caught Brook Trout. It was still worth the
trip since this is an area that I’d never hiked in before. I found the needles intriguing
which you can see from hwy55. They are granite spires that stick up above the
surrounding tree line.
Blackmare Lake from the ridge near Needles Summit

The trailhead to Blackmare Lake starts at Kennally Creek Campground. The campground
is 19 miles east of hwy 55 near Donnelly. I arrived early enough from the Gospel Hump
to get in an evening hike up to Needles Summit and a view of Blackmare Lake from the
ridge to the south. It was a 14 mile roundtrip hike so I hiked hard to avoid hiking in the
dark. I passed Stump Lake on the way to the summit but did not see any fish. I eventually
got a great view of the Needles and a view of Blackmare Lake. I hiked the last mile or so
in the dark and headed straight for the stream to cool my feet. They were fried. By the
time I finish this entire week trip I’ll have hiked 60 hard miles in four days.

A view of the backside of the Needles

I slept in the back of the truck that night on a mattress that fit perfectly in the back of my
truck. It wasn’t long before I felt a Mouse scurrying on top of the covers. I figured it must
have been a hitchhiker from the lookout I slept in the previous night at the Gospel Hump.
I kicked hoping it would leave but it wasn’t long before it returned. I got up and pulled
everything out shaking it and inspecting everything before it went back into the bed of
the truck. I eventually started getting tired and again felt it crawling on my legs. It was
somehow getting into my truck. I gave it one last kick, pulled the covers over my face
and went to sleep. The joys of the great outdoors!
I got up early the next morning for the 12 mile roundtrip hike and a 2600’ elevation gain
throughout the hike. My goal was to get in and out by 4:00 pm so I could catch the BSU
vs Michigan State game at the cabin where I’d be meeting the family that evening.

I did make it to the cabin but wow what a hike. The first 3 miles was on trail that mostly
followed Kennally Creek. Kennally Creek has fish but I never tried fishing. The last half
of the hike was cross-country or on an unofficial trail which I could not find in places. It
required some route finding skills and major climbing but I managed to find my way. It
was not easy with all the other hiking I had done this week. I anticipated the time I’d be
relaxing in front of the TV watching football later that evening.

Kennally Creek near the campground

I continued on until I reached a summit where I could see two unnamed lakes which were
described as part of the route to Blackmare Lake. It was a steep descent but I finally
managed to reach the lakes with only a few minor bumps and cuts. I noticed fish so I
tossed out a fly. It wasn’t long before I caught a small Brook Trout. I continued on
realizing I had to make one more significant drop and then another climb to Blackmare.
It was very difficult to follow the trail once I found it again at the unnamed lake. I hadn’t
been following the trail up to this point since I quickly lost it after the turnoff off the main
trail. I managed to stay on the trail until I reached Blackmare Lake. I fished off the logs
which afforded me a long back cast. I fished for about an hour catching small Brookies
on almost every cast.
It was a lot of effort for catching small Brook Trout. There are easier places to catch
Brook Trout but if it’s an adventure you want then this might be a good place.

Unnamed Lakes on the way to Blackmare Lake

Blackmare Lake

